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Purpose of the Beta Tournament

User Feedback

Bug Hunting



Testing our Ellyra Tennis Beta

Our goal with this tournament is to gather feedback on
our Beta in a concentrated period of  time.
Additionally, this tournament allows us to begin
generating awareness of our software



The EVO tournament allows us to quickly find bugs
and other flaws that could negatively impact Ellyra
Tennis users. The tournament allows us to
implement play testing in a real use scenario,
making bug hunting much more efficient. 

Bug Hunting



Exposure

Build Hype

Find Talent

Revenue

Purpose of Future Tournaments



The purpose of future tournaments will be to raise
awareness/promote our products through a virtual event.
Additionally, we aim to find up and coming talent to
support/sponsor through our events. Another goal of the
tournaments is to generate revenue from merchandise, and
other potential revenue streams such as entry fees or audience
tickets



 What We Need



Participants

In a Nut Shell
Sponsors

Venue



Sponsorship



Funding
 

Prizes
 

Validation

What we need from Sponsors



Funding Prizes Validation

Ellyra needs funding
to hire a temporary
tournament director
to oversee
tournament
operations

To help incentives
users to participate
and to thank users for
participating, Ellyra will
provide the winner
with a prize

Social Validation is
critical in generating a
growing userbase. By
partnering with
established sponsors we
show users social
validation leading to
exposure for the
sponsor and Ellyra



Venue
Ellyra needs a venue where
players who do not own a VR
headset can go to participate in
the tournament.



Participants
16 Players

2 Events

1 Week

Sponsors

16 Players



Tournament Staff
Tournament Director (1) - Oversees tournament operations

Tournament Volunteers (3-5) - Help participants with
questions, report feedback, keep an eye on headsets



Opportunities
Be part of the future

of sports



Cross Sell

Promote



Future of EVO

Annual tournament that generates hype, engagement, revenue, and exposure
 



Join the EVOlution today!


